The cell envelope of the hyperthermophilic archaebacterium Pyrobaculum organotrphum consists of two regularly arrayed protein layers: three-dimensional structure of the outer layer.
The cell envelope of the hyperthermophilic sulphur-reducing archaebacterium Pyrobaculum organotrophum H10 was found to be composed of two distinct hexagonally arranged crystalline protein arrays. Electron microscopic analysis of freeze-etched cells and isolated envelopes in conjunction with image processing showed that the inner layer (lattice centre-to-centre spacing 27.9 nm) is essentially identical to the protein array of Pyrobaculum islandicum GEO3, a complex, rigid structure implicated in the maintenance of cell shape. The outer layer has clear p6 symmetry and a lattice spacing of 20.6 nm. Its three-dimensional structure was reconstructed from a negative stain tilt series of an intact double-layered envelope using Fourier filtration to separate the desired information from the other lattices present. The outer layer is a unique, porous network of blocklike dimers disposed around six-fold axes, and exhibits minimal asymmetry between its inner and outer faces. It appears to be rather loosely associated with the outer surface of the inner layer. In most H10 envelopes, the inner layer is orientated with one base vector exactly perpendicular to the long axis of the cell, so that the cylindrical portion is composed of a series of parallel cell-girdling hoops of hexameric morphological units. All the other known Pyrobaculum strains were found to have a GEO3-type envelope structure, consisting of a single rigid protein array and a fibrous capsule. Although H10 does not possess a capsule, fibrils appear to be sandwiched between the two protein layers.